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Abstract. Spin-dependent quantum transport experiments on InSb and InAs heterostructures and Bi thin films are
discussed, focusing on mesoscopic geometries where spin-orbit interaction and quantum coherence determine the
properties. The narrow-bandgap semiconductors InSb and InAs, and the semimetal Bi have substantial spin-orbit
interaction. The experiments use antilocalization to study spin-orbit interaction and spin coherence lengths in nanolithographic wires fabricated on the materials. In the three systems the spin coherence lengths increase with decreasing
wire widths if other parameters stay constant, of technological importance for spin-based devices. The experiments
also indicate that Bi has surface states with Rashba-like spin-orbit interaction. A quasi-one-dimensional model of antilocalization, as fitted to the data, is explained and its consequences for quantum coherence in mesoscopic structures is
explored. A united understanding of the experiments is presented relying on the duality between the Aharonov-Bohm
and the Aharonov-Casher phases, the latter resulting from spin-orbit interaction. The duality strengthens the analogy
between phenomena under magnetic fields and under spin-orbit interaction.
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1 Introduction
Wires of materials with strong spin-orbit interaction (SOI) are of current interest as hosts for quantum states with non-Abelian Majorana properties under proximity-induced superconductivity.1, 2
Strong spin-orbit interaction also inspires avenues for constructing new quantum states of matter, in analogy to quantum states at high magnetic fields. Materials with strong SOI include the
narrow-bandgap semiconductors InSb and InAs, and the semimetal bismuth. In this context, the
present work experimentally studies spin-related quantum transport phenomena in systems with
strong SOI at mesoscopic scales, namely InSb, InAs and Bi submicron wires lithographically fabricated from epitaxial materials. At reduced dimensions, the wire width and length interact with
the spin coherence length or spin precession length, the quantum phase coherence length, and the
elastic mean-free-path to modify the quantum transport signatures, as measured by antilocalization
(AL). The AL quantum correction to the magnetoresistance results from electron interference on
time-reversed trajectories, and as a quantum interference experiment is sensitive to spin coherence
lengths.3–6 In InSb quantum wells, InAs quantum wells, and Bi thin films, our experiments7–9
show the spin coherence lengths Lso increasing with decreasing wire widths w if other parameters
stay constant. Several other experimental investigations of spin coherence in wires with SOI exist,10–14 as well as theoretical work.3 These investigations likewise indicate that Lso increases as w
is reduced. This observation has technological importance for nanoscaled spintronics. Yet more
fundamentally, we will show that a unified understanding of the results appears via the duality between the Aharonov-Bohm15 phase under magnetic fields B and the Aharonov-Casher16–18 phase
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under SOI, underscoring the analogy between the physics of solid-state systems under magnetic
fields and under SOI. The experiments are also consistent with Bi having surface states with strong
Rashba-like SOI.9, 19–21
The magnetotransport measurements are performed through sets of wires using 4-terminal lowfrequency lock-in techniques at low temperatures T ≈ 0.39 K and at low B applied perpendicularly
to the plane of the samples. The data is analyzed in quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) AL theory to
obtain the dependence on w of Lso . The wires are in the Q1D regime, where w is comparable to or
shorter than Lso , than the quantum phase coherence length Lφ and than the elastic mean-free-path
le . The quantitative predictions afforded by AL theory5, 6, 22 for the dependence of the conductance
G on Lso and Lφ as function of B allows values for Lso and Lφ to be obtained from a fit of the
experimental G(B) to theory. The present work uses an AL approach adapted specifically to Q1D
wires.7, 8
2 Experimental aspects
The In0.85 Al0.15 Sb/InSb/In0.85 Al0.15 Sb (InSb quantum well thickness 25 nm, properties described
in Ref. 7) and Al0.3 Ga0.7 Sb/InAs/Al0.3 Ga0.7 Sb (InAs quantum well thickness 15 nm, properties
described in Ref. 8) heterostructures are grown by molecular beam epitaxy on (001) GaAs substrates. At 0.39 K the unpatterned InSb quantum well shows an areal carrier density 5.2x1015 m−2
with mobility 9.7 m2 /Vs (le ≈ 3.3 µm), and the InAs quantum well 9.9x1015 m−2 with mobility
15 m2 /Vs (le ≈ 6.4 µm). Necessary parameters for the quantum wells are calculated assuming
non-parabolicity. On both materials, wires of length L=24 µm are fabricated using electron-beam
lithography and reactive ion etching, with wire sets of different w integrated on the same chip to
ensure uniform properties. Bi(111) thin films are obtained by thermally evaporating Bi (99.999%)
onto a SiO2 (oxidized Si(001)) substrate,9 in 2-step deposition for films with the largest grain sizes
and fewest defects.23 X-ray diffraction reveals films oriented with their trigonal axis perpendicular to the substrate, typical for this growth method,24 with grains of size 200-500 nm randomly
oriented. The trigonal face (Bi(111) in rhombohedral, Bi(001) in short hexagonal notation) is
thus exposed. The total film thickness as optimized for quantum transport measurements is 75
nm.23 Multicarrier fits to the longitudinal and transverse magnetoresistances indicate compensated electron and hole densities as expected for high-quality Bi. Electron and hole densities are
∼ 2x1024 m−3 and mobilities ∼ 0.1 m2 /Vs. The AL measurements however appear dominated by
surface carriers, predicted to exist on Bi(111).19–21 The surface Fermi surface of Bi(111) consists
of a central electron pocket (along the trigonal axis) and six hole ellipses along the binary axes,
and our results can be interpreted as resulting from the electron pocket (effective mass ∼ 0.5 me
with me the free electron mass). On Bi, wires with L=16 µm are fabricated using electron-beam
lithography and wet etching. In all three materials, effects of transverse quantization are neglected,
because the Fermi wavelengths indicate that many (10 to 40) transverse subbands are populated.
As an example, Fig. 1 shows the measured change in resistance R = 1/G, as ∆R/R2 where
∆R = R(B)−R(0), in Bi wires (w as indicated) at T =0.39 K as function of applied B (noting that
∆R/R2 ≈ −∆G ). The data display the characteristic shape of antilocalization: ∆R increases
sharply as |B| is initially increased from zero. Mesoscopic universal conductance fluctuations9 are
also present in the wires. Below we describe the model fitted to this data and equivalent data on
InSb and InAs wires, from which values of Lso can be extracted.
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Fig 1 Magnetoresistance due to AL measured in Bi wires of widths 0.21, 0.33, 0.41 and 0.71 µm.

3 Q1D approach to antilocalization
The quantum correction to the 2-dimensional (2D) conductivity σ2D = (L/w)G depends on the
length over which a wave packet retains coherence and in a system of width w at B = 0 and
without SOI can be expressed as25, 26 (per spin channel):
δσ2D = −

1 e 2 Lφ
2 π~ w

(1)

Under applied B, Lφ is reduced by time-reversal symmetry breaking to an effective coherence
length, limited by a magnetic length LB .3, 25, 27 Under SOI, Lφ is further replaced by a combination
of singlet and triplet3, 5, 7, 8, 25, 28, 29 length scales originating in pairing of time-reversed trajectories
(Cooperons). The singlet L0,0 and triplet L1,m (m = ±1, 0) length scales are:
−2
L0,0 = L−2
φ + LB

− 21

−2
−2
L1,±1 = L−2
φ + Lso + LB

− 12

−2
−2
L1,0 = L−2
φ + 2Lso + LB

− 21

(2)

The singlet L0,0 is not sensitive to spin decoherence under SOI.7, 8, 29 The difference between L1,±1
6
and L1,0 arises from anisotropic spin decoherence in 2D systems,
and disappears in 3D sysp
25, 28
tems.
In unconstrained (wide) 2D systems, LB = lm ≡ ~/eB. When the 2D system is
narrowed to a Q1D wire with w . lm and w . le , the wave function boundary conditions and
ballistic flux cancellation (respectively) have to be considered, and, for low B, LB is modified
to:7, 8, 27, 30
s

2 l
C 1 lm
e
LB = l m
(3)
w3
Here C1 = 4.75 for specular boundary scattering and C1 =2π for diffusive boundary scattering.7, 8, 27 Equation (3) assumes le & 0.6 w. The effect of LB is to delay flux accumulation to higher
B in a narrow wire, and hence to spread out the magnetoresistance features over higher B. The
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Fig 2 Experimental values of Lso vs 1/w for wires of width w fabricated on (a) an InSb 2D system, (b) an InAs 2D
system, and (c) a Bi thin film.

quantum correction δσ2D is related to the measured conductance correction δG(B) = G(B) − G0 ,
by δG(B) = (w/L)δσ2D , with G0 the classical conductance of the wire. The B dependence of
δG(B) reduces to a combination of length ratios:7, 8, 25, 28
δG(B) = −

1 e2 1
(L1,1 f (L1,1 ) + L1,−1 f (L1,−1 ) + L1,0 f (L1,0 ) − L0,0 f (L0,0 ))
2 π~ L

(4)

The experimental data can be compared to fits to Eq. (4) because ∆G = G(B) − G(0) = δG(B) −
δG(0). The function f (Ls,m ) enters due to modifications to quantum interference in coherent
mesoscopic geometries. In unconstrained 2D systems or wires with L → ∞ or L & 10 Ls,m we
have f = 1. In a wire of finite L, interactions with the wide regions at both ends of the wire reduce
coherence to yield:7, 31


L
Ls,m
f (Ls,m ) = coth
−
.
(5)
Ls,m
L

Values for Lso are found by fitting ∆G to Eq. (4), with Eqs. (2), (3), (5), which together
capture the experiments well. Experimental values for Lso vs 1/w for InSb and InAs quantum
wells, and Bi thin films are presented in Fig. 2. Our experiments7–9 show Lso ∝ 1/w if other
parameters stay constant (in InAs wires the diffusion constant D is reduced compared to the 2D
value D2D as w narrows; this is accounted for in Fig. 1, as explained in Ref. 8). Prior to discussing
the results, we explore geometrical consequences for AL implied by Eqs. (2)- (5). Figure 3 shows
results from Eqs. (2)- (5) using approximate InSb wire experimental parameters7 at T = 0.39 K
(le = 3.3 µm, Lφ = 15 µm) plotted as ∆R/R2 ≈ −∆G = −(δG(B) − δG(0)). The effect of
w is depicted in Fig. 3a, where we assumed values for w (top to bottom curves: 0.56, 0.36, 0.26,
0.16 µm) and for Lso (respectively 3.6, 4.0, 4.3, 5.0 µm) at fixed L = 24 µm as in Fig. 2a. The
lengthening of Lso with narrowing w implies a reduction in the SOI strength, and would imply a
decrease in separation in B between maxima of ∆R/R2 . However, at narrow w the delay to higher
B of flux accumulation (Eq. (3)) counteracts the effect of decreasing SOI and spreads the maxima
to higher B. The decreasing SOI with narrowing w is then mostly seen in the decreased depth of
the AL dip in ∆R/R2 around B ∼ 0. The effect of L is depicted in Fig. 3b, where we assumed (top
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Fig 3 Geometrical effects in wires of (a) w, and (b) L, on the AL signal ∆R/R2 . In (a), w is varied (wide w at top,
narrow w at bottom) and in (b) L is varied (long L at top, short L at bottom) as described in the text.

to bottom curves) L = 24, 21, 18 and 15 µm, at fixed w = 0.36 µm and Lso = 4.0 µm. Shortening
L affects the depth of the AL dip in ∆R/R2 , but does not appreciably shift the maxima since the
effective LB and Lso are unaffected. The reduction in AL signal with shortening L originates in
Eq. (5), effectively shortening Lφ (long in the unconstrained InSb system and hence susceptible to
effects of f (Ls,m )). The effect of L via f (Ls,m ) illustrates the sensitivity of quantum coherence
in mesoscopic structures to interactions with wide neighboring regions. Figure 3 illustrates that
geometrical factors substantially impact AL signals.
4 Discussion
Theoretical work3 suggests that Lso ∝ 1/w can be understood in terms of the effective vector potential due to SOI. In disordered wires (le < w) with Rashba SOI32 and under the D’yakanov-Perel
√
(DP) motional narrowing spin decoherence mechanism, it is predicted3 that Lso = 12L2Ω /w,
where the spin precession length LΩ = vF /Ω with Ω the spin precession frequency under SOI,
and vF the Fermi velocity. The zero-B spin-splitting energy for Rashba SOI is ~Ω = 2kF α
with kF the Fermi wavevector and α the Rashba SOI parameter. Under a parabolic
√ dispersion
with effective mass m∗ we obtain LΩ = ~2 /(2m∗ α).3, 33 The dependence Lso = 12L2Ω /w is in
contrast to unconstrained 2D systems, where Lso = LΩ under DP spin decoherence. The unconstrained spin decoherence rate then follows
1/τso = Ω2 τe /2, with
momentum scattering time
√ τe the
√
3, 6, 10, 33
2
(le = vF τe ),
such that Lso = Dτso = LΩ . Yet, Lso√= 12LΩ /w in wires finds an analogy
25, 27
2
to LB in wires,
where in the disordered case LB = 3 lm
/w, resulting from modifying the
Landau basis for wave functions constrained to a wire (Eq. (3) is a ballistic adaptation), whereas
in unconstrained systems, LB = lm . Hence, under SOI LΩ assumes the role of the magnetic lm .
Both Lso and LB function to limit Lφ in Eqs. (2) and thus limit quantum coherence effects in
Eq. (4).
√ 2
Insight in the relation LB = 3 lm
/w can be obtained by considering the effect of√the AharonovBohm15 (AB) phase on quantum interference. A closed path of average radius lm / π encloses a
magnetic flux ~/e and a particle over such path will accumulate a unity quantum phase. If the
path is constrained to w along one direction, acquiring the same phase will require the particle
2
traveling lm
/w in the orthogonal direction, which becomes the effective free length over which
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2
the phase is affected. The relation LB ∝ lm
/w hence receives a geometrical interpretation. SOI
can in the present case be mapped on the physics arising from an effective vector potential,34 here
~ where ~µ is the particle’s magnetic moment, E
~ the actual or effective electric
A~ac = (1/c∗2 )~µ × E,
field breaking inversion symmetry and thereby giving rise to SOI, and c∗ the effective velocity of
light (a bandstructure parameter, akin to Ref. 35). We call A~ac the Aharonov-Casher (AC) vector potential, as it enters in the AC phase16–18 in the same way that the magnetic vector potential
~ enters in the AB phase. Using |~µ| = 1 µB with µB the Bohr magneton, A~ac maps to Rashba
eA
2
~ 2 e)/(4m∗2 c∗2 ). Given the relation between lm and the AB phase, we can
SOI,34 with α = |E|(~
now ask which characteristic AC length lac has a role equivalent to lm . For Rashba SOI, we find
lac = ~2 /(2m∗ α) = LΩ . We thus recover the observation that under SOI LΩ assumes the role
2
of the magnetic lm . The geometrical interpretation leading to LB ∝ lm
/w hence also leads to
2
Lso ∝ LΩ /w. The prefactors of order unity (insofar as they are borne out by experiments) require
a more exact use of appropriate boundary conditions.
We note that AL measures Lso and experimental uncertainty may reside in the identity Lso =
LΩ , valid only under DP spin decoherence. The experiments (Fig. 2) however suggest that indeed
Lso ∝ 1/w, and extracted values for LΩ are consistent with known SOI strengths.7, 8 Figure 2c
indicates that measurements on Bi follow Lso ∝ 1/w. The above arguments hold for 2D systems, and our quantum transport experiments hence suggest that Bi harbors surface states with
Rashba-like SOI,19, 21 as ARPES measurements have indicated,20 and that these surface states play
an important role in the transport properties. The values for Lso for Bi are shorter than for InSb and
InAs, indicating higher α and stronger SOI than for the narrow-gap semiconductors, in accordance
again with the literature.19–21

5 Conclusions
Antilocalization measurements allow the determination of the low-temperature spin coherence
lengths in mesoscopic wires of InSb, InAs and Bi. In nanolithographic wires of all three materials, it is observed that the spin coherence lengths increase proportionally to the inverse wire
widths. This observation is compatible with theoretical arguments using an effective spin-orbit
vector potential leading to a modification of the wave functions boundary conditions in a narrow
wire. A quasi-one-dimensional approach to antilocalization is further used to demonstrate geometric effects of confinement on quantum coherence in mesoscopic wires.
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List of Figures
1
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3

Magnetoresistance due to AL measured in Bi wires of widths 0.21, 0.33, 0.41 and
0.71 µm.
Experimental values of Lso vs 1/w for wires of width w fabricated on (a) an InSb
2D system, (b) an InAs 2D system, and (c) a Bi thin film.
Geometrical effects in wires of (a) w, and (b) L, on the AL signal ∆R/R2 . In (a),
w is varied (wide w at top, narrow w at bottom) and in (b) L is varied (long L at
top, short L at bottom) as described in the text.
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